




Bagpipes & Memories





I believe that sound has a very strong effect 
on human mind and body. According to 
me, sound has the ability to create images 
that can permanently remain in your mind. 
Inspired by this, I have decided to use 
these potentialities to visualize sound in 
cornstarch using a study called Cymatics, 
which is about visible sound and vibration. 

Typically a surface of a plate, diaphragm 
or membrane is vibrated by single 
frequencies, and the relief is visible in a 
thin coating of particles, paste, or liquid.

These captured sounds in cornstarch were 
my inspiration to create objects that show 
the interaction between music and the 
human body. After my first attempts with 
the cornstarch, I started to search for music 
that can displace the starch and have the 
same effect, as the single frequencies I used 
in the beginning. This research brought 
me back to my roots and my memories of 
my country and the traditional Bulgarian 
music. Thanks to the ability to keep the 
low tones in a constant frequency, the 
Bulgarian Kaba Bagpipe allowed me to use 
real music instead of just one frequency. 
The same effect but with another style 
of music, I achieved with Squarepusher`s 
track Ruin.

And these are the results ….
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ChampdAction is an experimental music 
and sound laboratory for new music. It 
researches cross-pollination between 
art, culture and science. Herewith it 
creates and integrates technology in a 
multidisciplinary environment and tracks 
and activates artistic experimental creation 
processes (www.champdaction.be)

My internship of three months at 
ChampdAction started with a research 
on the interplay between different 
frequencies and the cornstarch. After many 
attempts and spectrograms made, I found 
that different frequencies make different 
patterns from the starch.



The sound volume is a major factor in the whole process...



Each speaker has its own 
specifications and represents 
the cornstarch in a different
way.
50 Hz

After trying just one frequency, I decided to see what happens when combining two or 
more frequencies...



There is a strong reference between music 
and mathematics. That is why I used the 
Numbers of Fibonacci and their sequence.

… combining three frequencies according 
to Fibonacci sequence…



After the Fibonacci numbers I looked up for the Pi number, which is exactly 3,14159265.
Then, I took a random frequency of 50Hz and I multiplied it by 3,14 and the result
was 157 and the pattern of the 50Hz + 157Hz…

I made various setups with the synthesizers to see which one creates 3D shapes.
These are some of the setups I used: 
Analog Voltage Controller (currently Doepfler Sinth)
Dark Star Doepfler Synthesizer
Audio Amplifier with bare wire output (currently BGW performance series)
Small Audio Mixer
Optional:
Synthesizer with Sin tone function (currently Yamaha dx7) or USB midi key board
Laptop computer with DAW supporting VST plug ins currently Abletone Live)
MDA Test tone VST plug in (available free on internet) for precise sin wave generation
Fireface audio interface (currently Fireface 800)
Current setup:
Speaker > Amplifier > Mixer > Doepfler Dark Star > Analog voltage controller.
 





After all the try outs and research, I acquired the ability to have more control over the 
movement of the starch and the creation of shapes. I did a setup which helped me to 
control the whole process only with a small joystick. Because the starch shapes become 
flat when music stops, I had to find a way to solidify them, while the cornstarch was still 
in motion. The solution was simple: I threw some cornstarch powder on the moving 
objects to turn them into solid ones. Afterwards I applied two layers of glue coating and 
a layer of waterproof material, which converted the very brittle and fragile starch shapes 
into still objects.



Once I got the solidified cornstarch shapes, 
I started using 3D programs to convert them 
into 3D printed objects with a structure. 
That gave me the potential to change the 
scale and the material. The result was 
objects with different density grid and size 
going from 2,5cm for the 3D prints and up 
to 45cm for the cardboard ones.









Although I found a way to solidify the 
cornstarch, there were some shapes that 
could not be caught. Therefore, I began 
making pictures and videos of the process, 
and then sketches. 





Considering the words describing 
music as: 

sound and silence 
melody and harmony 
form and structure
color
rhythm
texture

I recreated the sketches into objects of 
gold and silver wire.















This whole process allowed me to depict the relationship between music and the human 
body. I then started pondering upon the idea of what could happen if the already created 
objects were converted back to music. For this purpose, I used software called “ANS”, 
which converts images into sound, depending on the shape, size and color. I was amazed 
at the difference between the sound I used to create the objects from the cornstarch 
and the sound that the “ANS” software created from them. This new step gave me the 
opportunity to continue the development of my project in a new and different dimension 
beyond the expected.

This research was really beneficial for me and without it I would not be able to bring 
my project to this level. For the further development, I would like to go deeper in the 
research about the connection between music and human body and how they are 
influenced by each other. 
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